Ralph Allen School
RESPECT, TEAMWORK AND PERSONAL BEST

Key Stage 4
Curriculum
2020 – 2022

Ralph Allen School
Headline Exam Statistics 2019
GCSE Results Summary
74% of the year group achieved 5 or more 9-4 grades (A*-C),
including English and Mathematics.
33% of grades 9-7 (A*-A).

A Level Results Summary
34% of the grades were A*- A.
84% of the grades were A*- C.
The Sunday Times recently published league tables for schools. Ralph Allen were
ranked 23rd in the South West and is the top performing school in Bath.
With regards to progress at A Level, we are in the top 15% nationally.
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Introduction

The transition from Year 9 to Year 10 is an exciting one

until after this date. When students have made their

for students. They move into what is called Key Stage

choices, we will make every effort to offer them their

4, the last key stage in compulsory schooling, and for

preferred combination of subjects. However, if there are

the first time students have genuine choice about

too many students wanting to take a particular subject

nearly half of the subjects and qualifications that they

or not enough to make a viable group, then we may

study. This booklet contains an outline of the different

not be able to give students their exact choices. This is

curriculum choices that students have to make and

why we ask students to make a reserve choice.

it gives details about the various courses that are on
offer at Ralph Allen.

The guidance process starts in earnest in January 2020
with the Key Stage 4 Curriculum Evening on Wednesday

The choices that students will make are important

15 January. The Year 9 parent teacher consultation

ones as they will shape the direction that they will

evening on Thursday 30 January 2020 is another good

take going forward into further/higher education or

opportunity for parents, students and staff to discuss

an apprenticeship. Over the next few weeks, students

students’ options as well as their general progress. In

will receive all the information that they need in order

addition, students will have an interview with their tutor

to make their choices. In devising the Key Stage 4

to discuss their plans, and their PSHE sessions in term

curriculum, we aim to give students as much choice as

3 are based on how to make the choices and what

possible while at the same time ensuring that students

employability skills students need to develop. In the

follow a broad and balanced programme, which will

meantime, if either students or parents have specific

serve them well when they come to make their post-16

questions that have not yet been answered then please

choices in Year 11.

contact

Students will be given an options form on which they

administration.officer@ralphallenschool.com

or phone 01225 832936 Ext 215.

should make their choices. The deadline for return of
this form is Monday 24 February 2020, so there is plenty
of time for students to make their decisions. Please note
that no allocation of students to courses will be made
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John Chantry
Deputy Headteacher

GCSEs and other equivalent Key Stage 4 qualifications
Across the country the General Certificate of Secondary

They provide a practical, real-world approach to learning

Education (GCSE) is the standard qualification for students in

without sacrificing any of the essential subject theory. The

Key Stage 4 and Ralph Allen School has had a great deal of

areas in which we are offering these equivalent qualifications

experience and success in teaching GCSEs. The Government

are ICT, Childcare, Sport and Construction.

has introduced some important changes to GCSEs and
new specifications were introduced in most subjects from
September 2016. The changes affect what is taught, the
grading structure used (with nine numerical grades replacing
the eight A* - G grades) and how the courses are assessed.
More information about these changes will be given at the Key
Stage 4 Curriculum Information Evening.
As well as GCSEs we also offer some equivalent qualifications

In each qualification students have to undertake a number
of units for which they present evidence, based on real-life
work and studies. This allows them to demonstrate their skill
and knowledge in practical situations. Generally there is
less emphasis on whole class teaching and more emphasis
on students completing assignments. There is still an exam
component but the majority of the assessment is based on
practical assignments students complete over the two years.

which are more vocational and have a greater emphasis on
coursework rather than examinations. These qualifications all
count in the Government’s approved list of GCSE equivalent
courses.

The Key Stage 4 curriculum is made up of

60% 40%

core
curriculum

optional
curriculum
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Ralph Allen School September 2020
Key Stage 4 Curriculum: Choices

60% 40%

core
curriculum

optional
curriculum

Core = 60%

Optional = 40%

English

English Language and

All students should choose at least one of the

		

English Literature

following options:

		

GCSE Courses

• French GCSE
• Spanish GCSE
• History GCSE

Maths

GCSE Course

Combined

Either Combined Science for those

Students should choose three from the following:

or Sciences

who wish to have 2 science GCSEs, or

• Art - Fine Art GCSE

Separate

separate sciences for those taking

• Art - Textiles GCSE

separate sciences as one of their

• Art - Graphic Communication GCSE

options.

• BTEC Sport

• Geography GCSE

• Child Development Diploma
PE

Core PE for all students

PSHE

PSHE programme for all students

• Computer Science GCSE
• Construction Diploma
• Creative iMedia C.Nat
• Design Technology GCSE
• Drama GCSE
• Food Preparation and Nutrition GCSE
• Geology GCSE
• Music GCSE
• Philosophy and Ethics GCSE
• Photography GCSE
• Physical Education GCSE
• Sociology GCSE
OR
• Second Language GCSE (French or Spanish)
• Second Humanities GCSE (History or Geography)
• Third Science GCSE
Students are also asked to make a reserve choice
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How do I choose?

What you will find
interesting and
enjoyable to study
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Consider:

Talk to:

• Breadth and balance of choices

• Subject teachers

• Enjoyment of the subject

• Tutor

• What you are good at!

• Students already studying in KS4

• Future pathways and career plans

• Parents/carers and your wider family
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Year 9 Options Process 2020
Thurs/Fri

Wednesday

JANUARY 2020

JANUARY 2020

JANUARY 2020

Year 9 Reports

Year 9 Personal Social
& Health Education

Students will receive their report
via Insight outlining their progress so
far this year.

9 & 10

15

KS4 Curriculum Evening

All of Year 9 begin a special
programme for PSHE to help students
make the best choices
for themselves.

Overview of the KS4 Options, the
choice process and information
about the new style GCSEs and
other qualifications on offer. Also the
chance to meet Key Stage 4
subject teachers.

Weeks commencing

Thursday

Monday

JANUARY 2020

JANUARY 2020

FEBRUARY 2020

20 & 27

30

24

Student guidance

Year 9 Parents’ Evening

Choice forms due in

One to one student guidance
interviews with tutors.

The chance for parents & students
to talk through options choices with
current teachers of Year 9 as well as to
discuss progress so far in Year 9.

The deadline for students to hand in
their forms. After this date provisional
allocations will be made.

THIS WAY TO YOUR COURSE DETAILS
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books are to be tasted, others
“ Some
to be swallowed, and some few to
be chewed and digested. ”
Francis Bacon

English & English Literature

CORE

Component 2: Written Exam: 60%

Subject Staff Lead | Ms C Smith
c.smith@ralphallenschool.com
Exam Board | EDUQAS
Qualification | GCSE x 2
Key Employability skills:
Positive Approach: being ready to participate, make
suggestions, accept new ideas and constructive
criticism, and take responsibility for outcomes.
Using language effectively: writing clearly and in a way

Section A (30%) - Reading: Understanding of two extracts
(about 900-1200 words in total) of high-quality non-fiction
writing, one from the 19th century, the other from the 21st
century, assessed through a range of structured questions.
Section B (30%) - Non- Fiction Writing: Two compulsory
transactional/persuasive writing tasks.
Component 3: Spoken Language: Non-Exam Assessment:
unweighted
One presentation/speech, including responses to questions
and feedback.

Achievement in Spoken Language will be

reported as part of the qualification, but it will not form part of
the final mark and grade.

appropriate to the context, ordering facts and concepts
logically.

Course Content Overview:

Working together and communication: co-operating,

English Literature GCSE

being assertive, persuading, being responsible to others,
speaking clearly to individuals and groups and listening
for a response.

A range of poetry, prose and drama, including Shakespeare,
is studied, allowing students to consider the impact of social,
historical and cultural influences upon texts; develop engaged,
personal responses to literary texts; explore the ways that writers

Course Content Overview:
English Language GCSE
Students are given a wide range of opportunities to develop

create meaning for the reader; make close comparisons
between texts, and present their ideas about literary texts in
coherent written responses.

their writing skills; factual, discursive and creative, and within

Summary of Assessment

this emphasis is placed on the importance of accuracy in

Component 1: Written Exam: 40%

spelling, handwriting and presentation. A wide range of

Section A: (20%) Shakespeare: One extract question and one

engaging fiction and non-fiction texts are explored with pupils

essay question based on the reading of a Shakespeare text.

being encouraged to develop their own personal, critical

Section B: (20%) Poetry from 1789 to the present day: Two

and evaluative responses. Speaking and listening skills are

questions based on poems from the Eduqas Poetry Anthology,

developed through a range of formal and informal activities

one of which involves comparison.

throughout the course.

Component 2: Written Exam: 60%

Summary of Assessment

Section A: (20%) Post-1914 Prose/Drama: One source-based

Component 1: Written Exam: 40%

question on a post 1914 prose/drama text: An Inspector Calls

Section A (20%) - Reading: Understanding of one prose

by J.B. Priestley.

extract (about 60-100 lines) of literature from the 20th century

Section B: (20%) 19th Century Prose: One source-based

assessed through a range of structured questions.

question on a 19th Century Prose text: A Christmas Carol by

Section B (20%) - Prose Writing: One creative writing task

Charles Dickens.

selected from a choice of four titles.

Section C: (20%) Unseen Poetry from the 20th/21st Century: Two
questions on unseen poems, one of which involves comparison.
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mathematics is, in its way, the poetry
“ Pure
of logical ideas.”
Albert Einstein

Mathematics

CORE
Course Content

Subject Staff Lead | Mr C McKenna

The national curriculum for mathematics aims to ensure that all

c.mckenna@ralphallenschool.com

students:

Exam Board | Edexcel (Maths)

• become fluent in the fundamentals of mathematics,

Qualification | GCSE
Key Employability skills:
Using numbers effectively: measuring, recording
measurements, calculating, estimating quantities,
relating numbers to the job.
Thinking and solving problems: creativity, reflecting on
and learning from own actions, prioritising, analysing
situations and developing solutions.

including through varied and frequent practice with
increasingly complex problems over time, so that pupils
develop conceptual understanding and the ability to recall
and apply knowledge rapidly and accurately.
• reason mathematically by following a line of enquiry,
conjecturing

relationships

and

generalisations,

and

developing an argument, justification or proof using
mathematical language.
• can solve problems by applying their mathematics to a
variety of routine and non-routine problems with increasing

Working together and communication: co-operating,

sophistication, including breaking down problems into a

being assertive, persuading, being responsible to others,

series of simpler steps and persevering in seeking solutions.

speaking clearly to individuals and groups and listening
for a response.

Mathematics is an interconnected subject in which students
need to be able to move fluently between representations of
mathematical ideas. The programme of study for Key Stage 4 is

Assessment of Course

organised into apparently distinct domains – number, algebra,

Students are assessed termly through unit tests that provide

proportion, geometry, probability and statistics – but pupils

students with regular feedback about their progress and help

will develop and consolidate connections across these ideas.

them identify the next steps for learning. The GCSE qualification

They will build on learning from Key Stage 3 to further develop

is formally assessed through exams at the end of Year 11 that

fluency, mathematical reasoning and competence in solving

include questions covering number, algebra, proportion,

increasingly sophisticated problems.

geometry, probability and statistics.

The expectation is that the majority of pupils will move through

The qualification is available at two levels, each with different

the programme of study at broadly the same pace, but this

available grades:

will be adapted to meet the needs of each group. Students

Foundation: Grades 1-5 Higher: Grades 4-9

who grasp concepts rapidly will be challenged through rich
and sophisticated problems before any acceleration through
new content. Those who are not sufficiently fluent with earlier
material will consolidate their understanding, including through
additional practice, before moving on.
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best scientist is open to
“ The
experience and begins with romance
– the idea that anything is possible ”
Ray Bradbury

Combined or Separate

Sciences

CORE

questions are related to practical activities that students have

Subject Staff Lead | Ms A Tytherleigh

studied in lessons and maths skills will also be assessed formally

a.tytherleigh@ralphallenschool.com

9-1 grading system. There are two levels of entry, Higher and

in exams. Students will be awarded Science GCSEs using the

Exam Board | AQA

Foundation. Students start to study GCSE Science content

Qualification | GCSE x 2 or 3

and 11.

towards the end of Year 9 and continue throughout Year 10

Key Employability skills:

GCSE Combined Science

Using numbers effectively: measuring, recording

Course:

AQA GCSE Combined Science: Trilogy (8464)

Detail:

10 lessons per fortnight throughout Year 10 and 11,

measurements, calculating, estimating quantities.
Using language effectively: writing clearly, using key

topics studied include Inheritance and Variation,

terms, writing in a logical manner.

Chemical Analysis and Magnetism.

Thinking and problem solving: creativity, reflecting on

Assessment: Exams are at the end of Year 11. Students will

and learning from own actions, prioritising, analysing

sit two exams (1hr 15mins) in each Science (x2

situations and developing solutions.

Biology, x2 Chemistry and x2 Physics) and will be
awarded two ‘Science’ GCSEs.

Course Structure - Science Pathways

Separate Sciences: GCSE Biology, GCSE Chemistry,
GCSE Physics

Overview

Course:

Students should choose one of the following options:
Option 1: GCSE Combined Science
• 10 lessons per fortnight
• x2 GCSEs at the end of two years
Option 2: Separate Sciences - GCSE Biology, GCSE Chemistry,
GCSCE Physics
• 15 lessons per fortnight
• x3 GCSEs at the end of two years
If students choose Option 2, they need to choose Triple Science
as one of their 4 option choices.

AQA GCSE Biology (8461), AQA GCSE Chemistry
(8462), AQA GCSE Physics (8463)

Detail:

15 lessons per fortnight throughout Year 10 and 11
(5 lessons per fortnight per Science subject), topics
studied include Bioenergetics, Chemistry of the
Atmosphere and Waves.

Assessment: Exams are at the end of Year 11. Students will sit two
exams (1hr 45mins) in each Science (x2 Biology, x2
Chemistry, x2 Physics) and will be awarded three
separate GCSEs.

Practical Requirements
The new GCSEs require a minimum of 8 practical activities for

Detail

each single Science and 16 practical activities for Combined

The Science GCSEs are traditional courses that are engaging

Science. The practical activities are embedded within the

and relevant to the world around us. All Science GCSEs are

teaching topics to encourage practical activities in the

two year courses with external exams at the end of Year 11; this

classroom. The development of practical skills is a fundamental

provides an opportunity for students to develop their scientific

and integral aspect of the study of any scientific subject which

skills over a two year period. Exams will include multiple choice,

will help students throughout their course in preparation for the

structured, short and long answer questions. At least 15% of the

written examinations.
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fitness is not only one of the most
“ Physical
important keys to a healthy body, it is
also the basis of dynamic and creative
intellectual activity.
John F. Kennedy

”

Physical Education

CORE

Course Content
Subject Staff Lead | Mr P Davis

Every student in Key Stage Four will experience three hours of

p.davis@ralphallenschool.com

core curriculum Physical Education per fortnight.

Non-examination course

The core curriculum is designed to ensure that students progress

Key Employability skills:

experience recreational activities with the hope that they find

Positive Approach: being ready to participate, make

and develop a higher standard of performance and also
an activity that they will continue to pursue into the future.

suggestions, accept new ideas and constructive

In Year 10 and 11 activities are school based and students

criticism, and take responsibility for outcomes.

extend and refine their performance in a range of games

Thinking and solving problems: creativity, reflecting on
and learning from own actions, prioritising, analysing
situations and developing solutions.

activities such as: dodgeball, netball, football, basketball
and lacrosse. There is also some opportunity to opt into their
preferred activities such as: use of limited gym equipment,
Zumba, table tennis and fitness DVDs. Students develop skills as

Working together and communication: co-operating,

a coach, performer and official and become more aware of

being assertive, persuading, being responsible to others,

the benefits of an active and healthy lifestyle.

speaking clearly to individuals and groups and listening.

They also have the opportunity to experience leadership as the
school hosts, organises and delivers four primary school sports
festivals. This involves: learning what makes a good leader; how

Assessment of Course
• Participation in activities
• Awareness of health and fitness
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to improve students’ skills; planning, delivering and evaluating
coaching sessions for different sports; and the importance of
communications skills.

live and learn.
“ You
At any rate, you live.”

Douglas Adams, Mostly Harmless

Personal, Social and Health Education

CORE

Course Content
Subject Staff Lead | Mr J Mellor
j.mellor@ralphallenschool.com
Non-examination course
Key Employability skills:
It makes a major contribution to the health and
achievement of children and young people
•

•

•

achievements and what influences these).
2. Relationships (including different types and in different
settings).
3. A healthy balanced lifestyle (including within relationships,
work-life balance, exercise and rest, spending and saving,
diet and mental health).
4. Risk (identification, assessment and how to manage risk

It contributes to the welfare and safety of children

rather than simply the avoidance of risk for self and others)

and young people.

and safety (including behaviour and strategies to employ in

It underpins young people’s future employability

different settings).

through the development of personal and social

5. Diversity and equality (in all its forms).

skills.

6. Rights (including the notion of universal human rights),

It helps to increase people’s independence and
ultimately enables them to take responsibility for
themselves.

•

1. Identity (their personal qualities, attitudes, skills, attributes and

It prepares them for their future role as parents,
employees and leaders.

responsibilities (including fairness and justice) and consent (in
different contexts).
7. Change (as something to be managed) and resilience (the
skills, strategies and ‘inner resources’ we can draw on when
faced with challenging change or circumstances).
8. Career (including enterprise, employability and economic
understanding).
PSHE education equips young people with knowledge,
understanding, attitudes and practical skills to live healthy,
safe, productive, fulfilled, capable and responsible lives. It
encourages them to be enterprising and supports them in
making effective transitions, positive learning and career
choices and in managing their finances effectively. PSHE also
enables students to reflect on and clarify their own values
and attitudes, and explore the complex and sometimes
confusing values and attitudes they will encounter now and
in the future.
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child is an artist. The problem
“ Every
is how to remain an artist once we
grow up.”
Pablo Picasso

Art - Fine Art
Course Content
Subject Staff Lead | Mrs A L Lundy

The course consists of four themed units, each utilising different

a.lundy@ralphallenschool.com

formal techniques, media, ideas and processes.

Exam Board | AQA (8202)

• The Still Life unit focusses on drawing skills, utilising tone and

Qualification | GCSE
Key Employability skills:
Positive approach: being ready to participate in
class discussions, accept new ideas and constructive
criticism, and take responsibility for outcomes.
Self-management: punctuality and time management,
overcoming challenges and asking for help when
necessary, independent learning and planning ahead.
Thinking and solving problems: creativity, reflecting on
and learning from own actions, prioritising, analysing
work and developing and refining ideas.

texture. A variety of media is then introduced with the correct
skills and techniques. This forms a sound basis of knowledge
from which the students can expand their practice.
• The Analysing Art unit focusses on subject specific vocabulary,
formal analysis skills when looking at paintings, drawing
insights and understanding and applying knowledge to own
work.
• The Pattern and Colour topic introduces contemporary artists
and printmaking, and is supported by an educational visit to
Bristol Zoo to gain primary source materials.
• The final unit of coursework is a personal study which is chosen
by the pupil. Through one to one guidance, each student
works independently on their chosen theme in whichever
selection of media they choose. Popular themes include:
portraiture, Picasso, water, myths and legends, African art,

Assessment of Course
Two, three or four units of coursework are selected for
assessment by the pupil in conjunction with the teacher | 60%
A final unit of work is set by the exam board as a controlled test
| 40%
Both are assessed internally at the end of the course in year 11
and the marks moderated by the exam board.

natural forms, landscape and colour.
• Each unit should clearly demonstrate the working process,
exploration and analysis of alternative ideas and an
evaluation of the final outcome. Homework is set every week
and is essential to complete with effort and application of
skills learnt in class.
Students are encouraged to build on new skills, develop
creative ideas and experiment with new techniques, drawing

Individual termly written feedback is given to individual students

knowledge and understanding from a variety of sources,

and verbal assistance each lesson.

including art history, different cultures, and the natural
environment.
Bristol Zoo is visited in March to gain primary resources to inform
the colour and pattern project. A site visit is arranged during the
summer term to inspire the personal study.
Students are required to supply their own sketchbooks, and
basic equipment. This includes 2B pencils, rubbers, watercolours,
etc. The Art department has sketchbooks in stock which can be
purchased at cost price.
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creates culture. Culture
“ Design
shapes values. Values determine the
future”
Robert L. Peters

Art – Graphic Communication
Techniques covered range from using digital techniques on

Subject Staff Lead | Miss A Miles
a.miles@ralphallenschool.com
Exam Board | AQA (8203)
Qualification | GCSE
Key Employability skills:
Positive Approach: being ready to participate in
class discussions, accept new ideas and constructive
criticism, and take responsibility for outcomes.

Photoshop and Illustrator as well as more traditional techniques
including collage, gouache paint and illustration.

Topics covered include:
Music festival – typography and logo
Students develop skills in Adobe Photoshop and Adobe
Illustrator, as well as traditional hand-drawn techniques in order
to explore the music festival theme, before realising intentions
in a personal outcome, incorporating typography and a logo.

Self-management: punctuality and time management,

Social Cause campaign poster

overcoming challenges and asking for help when

Pupils explore the way in which graphic communication can

necessary, independent learning and planning ahead.

be used to make positive social change through the analysis

Thinking and solving problems: creativity, reflecting on

of well-known designs. They will be exploring the use of hand

and learning form own actions, prioritising, analysing
work and developing and refining ideas.

and digital drawing and collage techniques in order to create
a high impact individual outcome.

Harry Potter themed food packaging
Assessment of Course

Pupils will be using Harry Potter as a starting point to create a
limited edition Surrealist inspired food packaging design. Pupils

Two, three or four units of coursework are selected for assessment

will develop their drawing skills using experimental media as

by the pupil in conjunction with the teacher: 60% of final grade

well as understanding how to create a successful, functional

A unit of work is set by the exam board as a controlled test: 40%
of final grade
Both are assessed internally at the end of the course and the
marks moderated by the exam board.

Course Content
The course consists of four themed units, each utilising different
practical techniques, media, ideas and processes.
Students are introduced to a range of different graphic
designers and skills, gaining a broad range of practical
knowledge and contextual understanding.

packaging design.

Personal study
The final unit of coursework is a personal study which is chosen
by the pupil. Through one to one guidance, each student works
independently on their chosen theme in whichever selection of
media they choose. The personal study will be linked to a site
visit in the summer term.
Students are required to supply their own sketchbooks and
basic equipment.
Sketchbooks are expected to be developed thoroughly,
addressing the assessment criteria in full, showing attention to
presentation, development and refinement of ideas, with a
creative outcome.
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I think when we talk of craft we talk of a
“ certain
set of processes, whether that be
clay of glass if jewellery or textiles, and we
look back through history instantly.
Grayson Perry

”

Art – Textiles
Students are introduced to a range of different textile artists,

Subject Staff Lead | Mrs A L Lundy
a.lundy@ralphallenschool.com
Exam Board | AQA (8204)
Qualification | GCSE

techniques and skills, gaining a broad range of practical
knowledge and contextual understanding.
Techniques covered range from traditional methods such as
tie-dye, felting and weaving, to more modern application such
as free embroidery using the sewing machines and dissolvable
fabric.

Key Employability skills:
Positive Approach: being ready to participate in
class discussions, accept new ideas and constructive
criticism, and take responsibility for outcomes.
Self-management: punctuality and time
management, overcoming challenges and asking
for help when necessary, independent learning and

Topics covered include:
Natural forms
Students are introduced to the course and cover the basic
research, experiment, design and refinement process, before
realising intentions in their own personal outcome.

planning ahead.

Pattern and decoration

Thinking and solving problems: creativity, reflecting on

The application and significance of colour and design are

and learning form own actions, prioritising, analysing

considered in relation to specific symbolism in different cultures.

the work of others and developing and refining ideas.

Animals
Looking at pattern, texture and camouflage within nature. The
unit is linked to the educational Bristol Zoo visit.

Assessment of Course
Two or three units of coursework are selected for assessment
by the pupil in conjunction with the teacher and is 60% of final
grade.

Personal study
Unit of work covering all four assessment criteria of the students
choosing. This is linked to a site visit in the summer term of year
10. Through one to one guidance and feedback, all students

A unit of work is set by the exam board as a controlled test: 40%

work independently on their chosen theme. This is set weekly to

of final grade.

embed learning and inform subsequent lessons.

Both are formally marked in house at the end of the course and

Students are required to supply their own sketchbooks and

then moderated by the exam board.

basic equipment. Sketchbooks are expected to be developed
thoroughly, addressing the assessment criteria in full, showing

Course Content
The course consists of three themed units, each utilising different
practical techniques, ideas and processes.
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attention to presentation, development and refinement of
ideas, with a creative outcome.

can’t put a limit on anything.
“ You
The more you dream, the farther
you get
”
Michael Phelps

BTEC Sport
Course Content
Subject Staff Lead | Mrs E Brown

Timetable Structure: 5 lessons a fortnight, with a majority of

e.brown@ralphallenschool.com

theory lessons with practical elements.

Exam Board | Edexcel

Sport and leisure is a growing industry, with opportunities in

Qualification | BTEC Level 2

outdoor and adventure activities, as well as in facility

Key Employability skills:
Positive Approach: being ready to participate, make
suggestions, accept new ideas and constructive
criticism, and take responsibility for outcomes.
Thinking and solving problems: creativity, reflecting on
and learning from own actions, prioritising, analysing
situations and developing solutions.

practical areas such as coaching, instructing and leading
management and administration. It is a major local employer.
BTEC Level 2 First Award in Sport is designed to provide a
different learning environment in order to help students achieve
their potential. It prepares them for further study such as a BTEC
National qualification or an appropriate NVQ.
This course is for students who are interested in sport. It is about
gaining the skills and knowledge required to work within
the sports and recreation industries which could lead on to

Working together and communication: co-operating,

employment or higher level courses such as a BTEC Level 3

being assertive, persuading, being responsible to others,

Diploma.

speaking clearly to individuals and groups and listening
for a response.

Units of Work Studied:
Compulsory Units:
• Fitness for Sport and Exercise (External Assessment)

Assessment of Course

• Practical Sports Performance (Internal Assessment)

Online External Assessment | 25%

• Applying the principles of Personal Training

Coursework / Practical tasks | 75% (internally assessed)

Optional Specialist Units:

You do NOT have to be an outstanding practical sports

• The Mind and Sports Performance (Internal Assessment)

performer BUT you must have an interest and knowledge of at

• The Sports Performer in Action (Internal Assessment)

LEAST one sport in order to be successful on this course.

• Leading Sports Activities (Internal Assessment)
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are not things to be
“ Children
moulded, but are people to be
unfolded
”
Jess Lair

Child Development and Care
What does this qualification cover?
Subject Staff Lead | Miss E Yates

The Level 2 Technical Award in Child Development and Care

e.yates@ralphallenschool.com

provides students with the opportunity to gain a vocational

Exam Board | NCFE Cache

qualification that gives a basic introduction to the childcare
sector. It includes the knowledge and understanding of child

Qualification | Level 2 Technical Award

development and wellbeing necessary for working with

Key Employability skills:

who wish to be introduced to childcare and development of

Using language effectively: writing clearly and in a way
appropriate to the context, ordering facts and concepts
logically.
Self-management: punctuality and time management,
overcoming challenges and asking for help when
necessary, independent learning and planning ahead.
Seeing the bigger picture: understanding how your
work prepares you for the future. The effect of your
contributions in lessons.

children in a variety of settings. It is aimed at a range of students
children aged 0-5 years.

How is this qualification structured and assessed?
You will need to complete 3 mandatory units to achieve this
qualification. The mandatory units are:
• Unit 1: An introduction to working with children aged 0-5
years
• Unit 2: Development and wellbeing 0-5 years
• Unit 3: Child care and development 0-5 years
• Unit 1 and unit 2 graded A*– D, assessed by an externally
set, internally marked assessment task. Mandatory
assessments for each unit will be subject to internal and
external quality assurance
• Unit 3 graded A*-D, assessed by an externally set and
externally marked synoptic scenario based short answer
examination

What related qualifications can you progress to?
Students will be able to progress to further relevant level 2
programmes of study or level 3 programmes of study either
in Sixth Form or at College. Students may also progress to an
Apprenticeship route in early years or child care at either level
2 or level 3.
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is a skill best aquired by
“ Programming
practice and example rather than from
books.
”
Alan Turing

xComputer Science
Course Content
Subject Staff Lead | Mr A Torofdar

The course will give you a real, in-depth understanding of how

a.torofdar@ralphallenschool.com

computer technology works. You will already be familiar with

Exam Board | OCR
Qualification | GCSE
Key Employability skills:

the use of computers and other related technology. However,
the course will give you an insight into what goes on ‘behind
the scenes’, including computer programming.
The course will prepare you for further study or employment
in the field of Computer Science. The increasing importance

Practical computer programming: creating algorithms,

of information technologies means there will be a growing

designing solutions, writing programs using languages

demand for professionals who are qualified in this area. If you

including Python and JavaScript as well as testing and

study Computer Science, you will have an advantage over

debugging computer code.

others who pick up the subject at A Level or university.

Thinking and solving problems: creativity, reflecting on

The course will develop your critical thinking, analytical and

and learning from own actions, prioritising, analysing

problem-solving skills, which are very important in day-to-day life

situations and developing solutions.

as well as other subjects. It will prepare you for study or work in

Using technology and computer programs effectively:
operating a computer, using basic systems and learning
different applications as well as using mobile devices and
other technology to communicate.

areas that rely on these skills, especially where they are applied
to technical problems. These areas include engineering,
financial and resource management, science and medicine.

Unit 01: Computer systems
This unit covers the body of knowledge about computer

Why study Computer Science?
The GCSE Computer Science is a modern qualification,
designed to better prepare you for the future. It is a challenging
and demanding course, which enables you to progress your

systems and fundamentals of computer science on which the
examination will be based.

Unit 02: Computational Thinking, Algorithms and
Programming

study to A Level Computer Science and beyond. Computer

This unit covers computational thinking, logic and programming.

Science gives you a distinct advantage, which facilitates entry

You will be assessed on your ability to write, correct and improve

to university and offers opportunities in this technological world.

algorithms.

Assessment of Course

Unit 03: Programming project

Unit 01: Computer systems and programming

Students will:

1 hour 30 minutes exam (written paper) | 80 marks | 40%
Unit 02: Computational Thinking, Algorithms and Programming
1 hour 30 minutes exam (written paper) | 80 marks | 40%
Unit 03: Programming project
Practical assessment of programming (non-exam assessment)

• Understand standard programming techniques
• Design a solution to a problem
• Create a coded solution and explain its function
• Test the solution, explain the design criteria and identify
successes and limitations.

| 40 marks | 20%
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buildings come from good
“ Good
people, and all problems are solved
by good design. ”
Stephen Gardiner

Construction
Assessment
Subject Staff Lead | Mr D Pridham

The BTEC Level 1 qualification is assessed through internally

d.pridham@ralphallenschool.com

assessed modules of work (assignments) with no final

Syllabus | Pearson

to the skills, knowledge and understanding needed to enable

examination. All the content of the qualification relates directly

Qualification | BTEC (level 1)

students to progress to further study in the construction sector.

Key Employability skills:

sector, students will have the opportunity to complete modules

Construction trades awareness and practice: an

In recognition of the need to introduce students to a broad
from a wide range of construction related areas, including:

introduction to the skills, qualities and knowledge that

• Starting Work in Construction

may be required for employment in construction.

• Health and Safety and Welfare in Construction

Thinking and solving problems: creativity, reflecting on

• Developing Bricklaying Skills

and learning from own actions, prioritising, analysing

• Developing Carpentry Skills

situations and developing solutions.

• Developing Joinery Skills
• Developing Construction Painting Skills

Course Content
This qualification is aimed at students who want to develop

• Developing Construction Decorating Skills
• Developing Plumbing Skills

the skills needed to progress to further study and ultimately

• Developing Electrical Installation Skills

to employment in construction. It provides an introduction to

• Developing Building Maintenance Skills

some of the key themes within the construction sector, enabling

Each selected unit has specified learning outcomes and

students to develop and apply their knowledge while also

assessment criteria. To pass an internally assessed unit, learners

acquiring a range of relevant practical, communication and

must meet all the assessment criteria. Learners are issued with

technical construction-related skills.

assignment briefs which clearly show what evidence is required.

Objective of the qualification

Evidence produced by learners may be in the form of

The BTEC Level 1 qualification in Construction has been

performance

developed to give learners the opportunity to:

extended writing which allow learners to produce valid, sufficient

• Engage in learning which is relevant to them and will

observation,

presentations,

projects,

tests,

and reliable evidence of meeting the assessment criteria.

provide opportunities to develop a range of skills and

Learners will experience realistic scenarios within assignments

techniques, personal skills and attributes essential for

and maximise the use of practical activities in delivery and

successful performance in working life.

assessment of the qualification.

• Achieve a nationally recognised Entry, or Level 1
vocationally related qualification.
• Progress to employment in the construction sector.
• Progress to related vocational qualifications.

Qualification outcome
The primary outcome of this qualification is to support progression
to the next level of vocational learning by developing the
knowledge and skills necessary to succeed in further study.
Students who complete this qualification could progress to level
2 construction qualifications or use their acquired transferable
skills to progress to other vocational related sectors.
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things should be simple,
“ Simple
complex things should be possible
”
Alan Kay

Creative iMedia
Unit R081: Pre-production skills

Subject Staff Lead | Mr A Torofdar
Exam Board | OCR
Qualification | Cambridge National
a.torofdar@ralphallenschool.com
Key Employability skills:
Thinking and solving problems: creativity, reflecting
on and learning from own actions, prioritising,
analysing situations and developing solutions.

This first unit underpins the other learning in this qualification.
You will learn about how to plan pre-production effectively
including understanding of client requirements and reviewing
pre-production briefs. You will use this knowledge in the optional
units when you develop your own media products. This unit also
provides excellent transferable skills such as project planning
which will be useful in a wide variety of contexts.
Unit R082: Creating digital graphics
Digital graphics are a key part of most digital products and
this mandatory unit will help support the other optional units
in the suite. You will learn the basics of digital graphics editing

Using technology and computer programs

for the creative and digital media sector, considering client

effectively: operating a computer, using basic

requirements relating to unit R081.

systems and learning different applications as well
as using mobile devices and other technology to
communicate.

Why study Creative iMedia?
Digital Media is a key part of many areas of our everyday
lives and vital to the UK economy. Production of digital media
products is a requirement of almost every business so there is

In addition, there are optional specialist units to enable further
exploration of specific areas of the IT and digital sector.
Optional units could include:
• Storytelling with a comic strip
• Creating a multipage website
• Creating a digital animation
• Creating a digital sound sequence

huge demand for a skilled and digitally literate workforce. This

• Designing a game concept

qualification will help you develop specific and transferable

A combination of internal and external assessments will be

skills such as research, planning, and review, working with others

used for this qualification. Core units are externally assessed

and communicating creative concepts. The qualification’s

and additional units are internally assessed through practical

hands-on approach has strong relevance to the way young

task-based assessments.

people use the technology required in creative media.
The course will inspire and enthuse you to be a creator, rather

The course will:

than just a user of computer-based products and systems.

• give you the opportunity to gain a broad understanding

You will learn by completing projects and assignments that

and knowledge of, and skills in, the Information Technology

are based on realistic workplace situations, activities and

sector and aspects of the creative industries.

demands. You will develop practical skills in creating digital
media products.

• support progression to a level 3 qualification, academic
computing course, or to an Information Technology
apprenticeship.

Course content and assessment

• give you the opportunity to enter employment within a wide

You will study two mandatory units: Pre-production skills and

range of junior job roles across the Information Technology

Creating digital graphics. These cover the fundamental

and the creative industries.

knowledge and understanding of IT tools and digital media
products.
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failure and learn from it.
“ Enjoy
You can never learn from success.
”
James Dyson

Design Technology
chronological portfolio and one final prototype(s).

Subject Staff Lead | Mr D Pridham

50% of total GCSE

d.pridham@ralphallenschool.com

Course Content

Exam Board | OCR

This qualification aims to relate authentic real-world awareness

Qualification | GCSE
Key Employability skills:

of iterative design practices and strategies used by the creative,
engineering and manufacturing industries. Learners will be
required to use critical thinking leading towards invention and
design innovation, to design and make prototypes that solve

Thinking and solving problems: creativity, reflecting on

real and relevant problems, considering their own and others’

and learning from own actions, prioritising, analysing

needs, wants and values.

situations and developing solutions

Central to the content of this qualification is the requirement for

Working together and communication: cooperating,

learners to understand and apply processes of iterative design

being assertive, persuading, being responsible to others,

in their Design and Technology practice. They will need to

speaking clearly to individuals and groups and listening

demonstrate their knowledge, understanding and skills through

for a response

interrelated iterative processes that ‘explore’ needs, ‘create’
solutions and ‘evaluate’ how well the needs have been met.

Assessment of Course
1. Principles of Design and Technology
100 marks, 2 hours, Written paper
The question paper is split into two sections:
• ‘Core’ knowledge of Design and Technology principles
demonstrates learners’ broad understanding.
• ‘In-depth’ knowledge allows learners to focus more

is tested through the examination. Students can expect to have
to answer several specific maths questions.
Technical principles will predominantly be assessed in the written
exam and designing and making principles predominantly in
the non-exam assessment (Iterative Design Challenge).
There are 8 topic areas to guide both components:

directly on at least one main material category, or design

1. Identifying requirements

engineering.

2. Learning from existing products and practice

50% of total GCSE
2. Iterative Design Challenge

3. Implications of wider issues
4. Design thinking and communication

100 marks, Approx. 40 hours, Non-exam assessment –

5. Material considerations

coursework project

6. Technical understanding

This component offers the opportunity for learners to

7. Manufacturing processes and techniques

demonstrate understanding of and skills in iterative designing:

8. Viability of design solutions.

• the interrelated nature of the processes used to identify

Students studying GCSE Design Technology can progress to A

needs and requirements (explore)
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Maths forms a significant part of this new specification and this

level Design Technology (OCR) in Years 12 and 13.

• creating solutions to meet those needs (create)

New prototyping and manufacturing equipment purchased

• evaluating whether the needs have been met (evaluate).

through our link with the James Dyson Foundation offers exciting

As an outcome of their challenge, learners will produce a

possibilities for students.

not a teacher, but
“ Ianamawakener.
”
Robert Frost

Drama
Course Content
Subject Staff Lead | Ms L Hobbs

Introduction: Skills

l.hobbs@ralphallenschool.com

Students spend the first 12 weeks developing and gaining

Exam Board | Edexcel (Pearson)

some of the basic skills they will need for the rest of the course.

Qualification | GCSE

characterisation, script, voice, theatre staging and comic

Key Employability skills:
Using language effectively: writing clearly and in a way
appropriate to the context, ordering facts and concepts
logically.

This includes work on mime, tableaux, physical theatre, mask,
routines. This introduction period is also vital in enabling the
students to build confidence in their own ability and in their
ability to work as part of a team.
Component 1: Devising: 40%
Students create and develop a devised piece for performance

Thinking and solving problems: creativity, reflecting on

from a stimulus. This is accompanied by a written portfolio

and learning from own actions, prioritising, analysing

which analyses and evaluates the creative process that they

situations and developing solutions.

have gone through.

Working together and communication: co-operating,

Component 2: Performance from Text: 20%

being assertive, persuading, being responsible to others,
speaking clearly to individuals and groups and listening
for a response.

Students will perform two pieces from a scripted text; one a
group piece and the other either a monologue or duologue.
Component 3: Theatre Makers in Practice: 40%
Students will practically explore and study one complete text.

Assessment of Course
• Devised Group Performance with accompanying portfolio
which is teacher assessed.
• Group Performance from a text and monologue or
duologue which is externally assessed.
• Written exam on a set text and a live theatre performance.

They will keep a log of their workshops which will support them
in preparing to respond to a range of questions on this text
in a written exam at the end of the course. Students will also
experience live theatre and will also need to respond to two
questions on a production they have seen in this written exam.
They will be allowed to take some of their own notes on the
production they have seen into the exam.
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more of us valued food and cheer
“ Ifand
song above hoarded gold, it
would be a merrier world.
”
J.R.R. Tolkien

Food Preparation and Nutrition
2. Principles of nutrition - the role of the main nutrients in the diet,
their sources, function and deficiency diseases.

Subject Staff Lead | Mrs S Rogers
s.rogers@ralphallenschool.com

3. Diet and good health.

Exam Board | Eduqas (WJEC)

4. The science of food.

Qualification | GCSE

5. Where food comes from.
6. Cooking and food preparation.

Key Employability skills:
Positive Approach: being ready to participate, make

Assessment of the course

suggestions, accept new ideas and constructive criticism,
and take responsibility for outcomes.

Component 1: Principles of food preparation and nutrition
Written examination (50% of qualification) to be taken at the

Self-management: punctuality and time management,

end of year 11, comprising both short and extended answers.

fitting dress and behaviour to context, overcoming

Component 2: Food preparation and nutrition in action

challenges and asking for help when necessary.

Controlled assessment, tasks set by the exam board (50% of the

Thinking and solving problems: creativity, reflecting on

qualification). Two parts to be undertaken in year 11:

and learning from own actions, prioritising, analysing

1. An investigative assessment worth 15% (8 hours); e.g. find

situations and developing solutions.

the most suitable ingredients to produce a crisp pastry, or
investigate the different methods used to thicken sauces. A
This exciting course from Eduqas (WJEC) offers a GCSE in

report of 1500 words will be produced.

Food Preparation and Nutrition. It will equip learners with the

2. A food preparation assessment worth 35% (12 hours). Plan,

knowledge, understanding and skills required to cook and also

prepare, cook and evaluate three dishes to suit a specific

to apply the principles of food science, nutrition and healthy

dietary need such as the cuisine of another country or a

eating.

special diet, e.g. vegetarianism. A report of 15 sides will be

Following this qualification will encourage learners to cook

produced.

and enable them to make informed decisions about food
and nutrition in order to be able to feed themselves and others
affordably and nutritiously, now and later in life. It will also allow
students to understand the huge challenges that we face

Dishes cooked will include a wide range of dishes: main meal
dishes, vegetable dishes, pastries, cakes, sauces, starters,
snacks, desserts and dishes for special diets.
It is expected that students will build on their KS3 practical skills,

globally to supply the world with nutritious and safe food.

and cook every week, in order to develop these skills and to

Areas of Content

be confident to produce a wide range of high quality dishes,

1. Food commodities, i.e. cereals, fruit and vegetables,

both as a life skill and as preparation for the year 11 practical

sugars, dairy, fats, meat/fish and vegetarian alternatives.

exam. Skills will be developed to include garnishing, decorating

The course will look at their value in the diet and their

and piping and students will be taught to taste and adjust the

working

flavours of these dishes.

characteristics.

It

includes

experiments

to

understand changes occurring during cooking and current
recommended guidelines for a healthy diet.
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study of geography is about
“ The
understanding the complexity of our
world, appreciating the diversity of
cultures that exists across continents.
And, in the end, it’s about using
all that knowledge to help bridge
divides and bring people together
Barak Obama

”

Geography
The Living World:

Subject Staff Lead | Mr S Paisley

• Ecosystems: types, distribution

s.paisley@ralphallenschool.com

• Tropical Rainforests & Cold Environments: characteristics,

Exam Board | AQA GCSE Geography
Qualification | GCSE
Key Employability skills:
Positive Approach: being ready to participate, make
suggestions, accept new ideas and constructive criticism,
and take responsibility for outcomes.
Using language effectively: writing clearly and in a way
appropriate to the context, ordering facts and concepts
logically.
Working together and communication: co-operating,
being assertive, persuading, being responsible to others,
speaking clearly to individuals and groups and listening for
a response.

distribution, climate, vegetation adaptations, challenges
and opportunities for development

Human Geography - assessed in Paper 2 – ‘Challenges in
the Human Environment’ - 90 minutes – 88 marks – 35%
Urban issues and Challenges
• Urbanisation: population growth, rural-urban migration,
megacities
• Example from a Newly Emerging Economy: social,
economic & environmental challenges
• Example from the UK - Bristol
The Changing Economic World
• The Development Gap: causes and impacts uneven
development, possible solutions
• Example of Newly Emerging Economy - Nigeria
• The Changing UK Economy: employment structure, tertiary
sector employment, future trends

The course is a balance of physical and human geography,

Challenge of Resource Management

allowing students to investigate the link between the two

• Global distribution of resources

themes, and approach and examine the battles between the

• UK Resources: food, energy, water

man-made and natural worlds.

Physical Geography - assessed in Paper 1 – ‘Living with

• Managing Water Resources: water insecurity, sustainable
water management, large-scale projects

the Physical Environment’ - 90 minutes – 88 marks – 35%

Geographical Applications - assessed in Paper 3 –

The Challenge of Natural Hazards

‘Geographical Applications’ - 60 minutes – 76 marks – 30

• Tectonic: earthquakes in Nepal and Chile

Section A – Issues Evaluation

• Meteorological: tropical storms, extreme weather in the UK

• Students to analyse a variety of information about an issue

• Climate Change: past, current and future trends
Physical Landscapes in the UK
• Rivers: processes, landforms, flooding, management
• Coasts: processes, landforms, management

from one of their Physical or Human topics: interpreting
data, analysing range of resources selecting and evaluating
the most appropriate response whilst justifying their decision
Section B – Fieldwork
• Students undertake Human & Physical fieldwork enquiries
during one day’s fieldwork to Swanage in Dorset
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have a saying – rocks
“ Geologists
remember”
Neil Armstrong

Geology
• Major concepts and techniques underpin our current

Subject Staff Lead | Miss S Ross
s.ross@ralphallenschool.com
Exam Board | WJEC Eduqas
Qualification | GCSE
Key Employability skills:
Positive Approach: being ready to participate, make

understanding of the Earth and its history
- The rock cycle
- Plate tectonics
- Geochronological principles
- Global climate and sea level change
- The origin and development of life on Earth
• Comparisons of the Earth with other planetary bodies

suggestions, accept new ideas and constructive

within the Solar System provide evidence for the origin and

criticism, and take responsibility for outcomes.

evolution of both

Using language effectively: writing clearly and in a
way appropriate to the context, ordering facts and
concepts logically.
Working together and communication: co-

- Planetary geology
• Human interaction with the Earth can increase or reduce risk
- Earth hazards and their mitigation
- Earth resources and engineering

operating, being assertive, persuading, being
responsible to others, speaking clearly to individuals

The course is assessed through 2 exams.

and groups and listening for a response.

• Exam 1: Geological Principles. An on-screen examination
lasting 1hr 15mins that is worth 50% of the qualification. This

This is an exciting course for anyone with a passion for physical
geography who wants to delve deeper into the make-up and
history of Earth. You will be equipped with the skills to dissect
a landscape and reconstruct its history. Through a variety of
interesting topics your geographical knowledge from KS3 will
be boosted with a whole new perspective and understanding
of not only the physical world around you but also the human
interaction with it.
The course we will study is based around four key ideas,
which are:
• Rock exposures contain evidence of how rocks were
formed and subsequently deformed
- Minerals
- Igneous rocks and processes
- Sedimentary rocks and their fossil content
- Metamorphic rocks and processes
- Deformational structures
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assessment requires multiple-choice, short and extended
writing answers relating to all the content studied.
• Exam 2: Investigative geology. A written examination
lasting 1hr 30 mins that is worth 50% of the qualification. This
assessment requires short, structured and extended writing
answers to investigate the geology of a given area. This uses
content from the course but is entirely based around the
example given.

history, study history. In history
“ Study
lies all the secrets of Statecraft.”
Winston Churchill

History
Assessment of Course
Subject Staff Lead | Miss J Walker

100% exam - two exams worth 50% of final GCSE each.

j.walker@ralphallenschool.com

Assessment 1:

Section B - 4 questions

Exam Board | AQA
Qualification | GCSE
Key Employability skills:
Using language effectively: writing clearly and in a
way appropriate to the context, ordering facts and

Section A - 6 questions

Assessment 2:

Section A - 5 questions
Section B - 5 questions

Course Content
This is an exciting history course that covers four different time

concepts logically, structuring a coherent argument.

periods:

Independent learning: creativity, reflecting on and

ASSESSMENT 1

learning from own actions, prioritising, analysing

From Tsarism to Communism (1894-1945)

situations and developing solutions, developing

Russia under the Tsar, the communist revolution and life under

research techniques.

Lenin and Stalin.
The Cold War (1945 – 1972)
The rivalry between the USA and USSR including: the Berlin
Blockade, the arms and space race, the Korean War, Cuba,
the Berlin Wall, the Prague Spring and Hungarian uprising,
effects of the Vietnam War and the end of Détente.
ASSESSMENT 2
Health and the People
A look at how medicine has evolved from medieval Britain to
the creation of the NHS.
Norman England (1066– 1100)
The arrival of the Normans and the establishment of their rule
in England.
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talk to a man in a language
“ Ifheyou
understands, that goes to his
head. If you talk to him in his own
language, that goes to his heart.
Nelson Mandela

”

Modern Foreign Languages
Course Content
Subject Staff Leads |

Language learning is an essential skill and you will be learning

Miss M Benezech | French

to communicate through topic areas such as Personal & Social

Ms Y Tornero-Perez | Spanish
m.benezech@ralphallenschool.com

Life, the Environment, Work and Everyday Activities.
In addition to learning the core skills of listening, reading,
speaking and writing the language, this course:

Exam Board | AQA

• Develops language skills in a variety of contexts

Qualification | GCSE

• Allows students to maximize achievement through the
flexible, unitised structure

Key Employability skills:
Positive Approach: being ready to participate, make
suggestions, accept new ideas and constructive criticism,
and take responsibility for outcomes.

• Offers choice of contexts and purposes in writing and
speaking
• Builds on Key Stage 3 study and prepares students for A Level
For all purposes, students will be expected, as they progress

Using language effectively: writing clearly and in a way

linguistically, to:

appropriate to the context, ordering facts and concepts

• Cope with a greater degree of unpredictability

logically.
Working together and communication: co-operating,
being assertive, persuading, being responsible to others,
speaking clearly to individuals and groups and listening for
a response.

• Deal with a widening range of potential problems
• Understand and use more accurately a widening range
of vocabulary and structures, including some unfamiliar
language
• Understand issues and opinions
• Discuss issues and give opinions
• Give full descriptions and accounts

Assessment of Course

In KS4 you will be in much smaller groups working with like-

Unit 1: Listening

minded people. You will also use a range of authentic materials

Exam | 25%
Unit 2: Reading
Exam | 25%

Many employers are looking for people with language skills.
Your future career could have a more interesting aspect with
a language focus. You can combine languages with a whole

Unit 3: Speaking

range of careers such as law, pharmacy, media, engineering

Exam | 25%

and marketing. Remember there are fewer people now

Unit 4: Writing

sought after.

Exam | 25%
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such as videos and magazines.

learning a language at GCSE level so you will be highly

music …
“ Ah,
A magic beyond all we do here!”
Dumbledore

Music
asked questions about the set works they have studied in each

Subject Staff Lead | Mrs K Randall
k.randall@ralphallenschool.com

of the areas of study and will also explore pieces of music that
are unfamiliar to them.

Exam Board | Edexcel

Course Content

Qualification | GCSE

The aims of the Music GCSE course are to:

Key Employability skills:
Using IT effectively: operating a computer, using both
basic systems and also learning other applications as
necessary and using telephones and other technology to
communicate.
Thinking and solving problems: creativity, reflecting on
and learning from own actions, prioritising, analysing
situations and developing solutions.
Positive Approach: being ready to participate, make
suggestions, accept new ideas and constructive criticism,
and take responsibility for outcomes.

• Develop students’ interest and enjoyment of music.
• Develop students’ own musical interests and skills. Including
an understanding of how to make music individually and in
groups.
• Develop understanding and appreciation of a range of
different kinds of music.
• Develop broader life-skills and attributes including critical
and

creative

thinking,

emotional

awareness,

cultural

understanding, self-discipline, self-confidence and selfmotivation.

Areas of study and set works
Students will explore music in the four areas of study through

Assessment of Course

a variety of performance, composition and listening tasks.

There are three components to the GCSE Music course:

They will study the set works in depth from appropriate musical

Component 1: Performing (30%)
Students prepare two performances for assessment. One solo
performance on their instrument/voice and one ensemble

scores.
Instrumental
Music
1700–1820

J S Bach: 3rd Movement from
Brandenburg Concerto no. 5 in D major

Vocal Music

H Purcell: Music for a While

performance. Music can be in any style. The combined total
time for the two performances should be at least four minutes.
Component 2: Composing (30%)

Queen: Killer Queen (from the album
Sheer Heart Attack)

Students compose two compositions, of at least three minutes
combined duration. One composition is written to a brief set
by the exam board and the other composition is a free choice

Music for Stage
and Screen

Component 3: Appraising (40%)
lasts 1 hour 45 minutes. The music explored for this paper comes
from the four areas of study. In the examination students will be

S Schwartz: Defying Gravity (from the
album of the cast recording of Wicked)
J Williams: Main title/rebel blockade
runner (from the soundtrack to Star Wars
Episode IV: A New Hope)

composition set by the student.

Students prepare for a written and listening examination which

L van Beethoven: 1st Movement
from Piano Sonata no. 8 in C minor
‘Pathétique’

Fusions

Afro Celt Sound System: Release (from
the album Volume 2: Release)
Esperanza Spalding: Samba Em Preludio
(from the album Esperanza)
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keep the body in good health is a
“ To
duty... otherwise we shall not be able
to keep our mind strong and clear. ”
Buddha

Philosophy & Ethics
Four modules are studied on each paper:

Subject Staff Lead | Mr J Mellor
j.mellor@ralphallenschool.com

Paper 1:
Buddhism

Exam Board | AQA

Beliefs and teachings

Qualification | GCSE

• The Dhamma (Dharma)
• The Buddha and the Four Noble Truths

Key Employability skills:
Positive Approach: being ready to participate, make
suggestions, accept new ideas and constructive criticism,
and take responsibility for outcomes.

Practices
• Worship and festivals
• Buddhist ethics

Using language effectively: writing clearly and in a way

Christianity

appropriate to the context, ordering facts and concepts

Beliefs and teachings

logically.

• Key beliefs

Working together and communication: co-operating,

• Jesus Christ and salvation

being assertive, persuading, being responsible to others,

Practices

speaking clearly to individuals and groups and listening for

• Worship and festivals

a response.

• The role of the church in the local and worldwide
community

Assessment of Course
Examinations | 100% (by two 1 hour 45 mins exams at the end
of Year 11)

Course Content
Students study philosophical and ethical issues through Christian

Religion and life
• The origins and value of the universe
• The origins and value of human life
Religion, peace and conflict
• Religion, violence, terrorism and war

and Buddhist belief and that of Atheism and Secularism. They

• Religion and belief in 21st century conflict

also study Christian and Buddhist belief and practices. This

Religion, crime and punishment

course aims to examine how a spiritual interpretation of life has
an impact upon major moral issues and decision making. The
media reminds us daily about the dilemmas which affect us all
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Paper 2:

• Religion, crime and the causes of crime
• Religion and punishment

as human beings, and the impact that the media has on us as

Religion, human rights and social justice

human beings, and the impact that the media has on how we

• Human rights

judge and make decisions, is studied in depth in this course.

• Wealth and poverty

of my photographs
“ Which
is my favourite? The one I’m
going to take tomorrow
”
Imogen Cunning

Photography
Course Content
Subject Staff Lead | Mrs A Lundy
| Mr C Gordon

Students on this course will be taught the theory of

a.lundy@ralphallenschool.com
c.gordon@ralphallenschool.com

and a basic introduction to the darkroom. They will become

Exam Board | AQA (8206)
Qualification | GCSE
Key Employability skills:

photography, how to use their camera, digital photography
confident editing their photos using Photoshop and receive an
introduction to studio lighting. They will learn about different
genres of photography and the impact it has had on the
modern world.
It is essential that students have a good quality basic digital
camera (phones are permitted but must have download

Positive Approach: being ready to participate, make

cables). Ideally students should have access to a digital SLR,

suggestions, accept new ideas and constructive criticism,

but this is not essential. We will supply basic materials but

and take responsibility for outcomes.

students will be expected to buy their own pens, sketch books,

Self-management: punctuality and time management,
overcoming challenges and asking for help when
necessary, independent learning.
Using IT effectively: using Photoshop to edit photos, digital
cameras, and an understanding of the darkroom process.

mount board and photographic paper which is available from
the department at cost price.
The course consists of:
• An introductory unit, looking at viewpoints and composition,
based on work from a variety of photographers, culminating
in a final piece
• A portrait project where students will explore studio lighting

Assessment of Course

• A natural forms unit, linked to the Bristol Zoo educational visit

Two or three units of coursework are selected for assessment by

• A personal study of the student’s choice, referencing

the pupil in conjunction with the teacher | 60%
A final unit of work is set by the exam board as a controlled test
| 40%
Both are assessed internally at the end of the course and the
marks moderated by the exam board.
Students recieve regular feedback and assessments to inform
progress.

photographers and processes.
A visit is arranged during the spring term to Bristol Zoo and a site
visit in the summer term.
Students are required to undertake homework each week,
applying skills and techniques learned in class to further their
understanding.
Sketchbooks are expected to be developed thoroughly,
addressing the assessment criteria, showing attention to
presentation, thorough development of ideas, refinement of
skills and creative outcomes.
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do not develop character,
“ Sports
they reveal it.
”
John Wooden

Physical Education
Your three assessments in the GCSE Course must consist of

Subject Staff Lead | Mr P Davis
p.davis@ralphallenschool.com
Exam Board | AQA
Qualification | GCSE
Key Employability skills:
Positive Approach: being ready to participate, make

one team activity, one individual activity and any one other.
Therefore you must be a strong practical performer across
different sports to be successful on this course. You must also
be playing sport regularly outside school time.

Practical Activities
These must be completed from the following list:
Team

Individual

Badminton (doubles)

Athletics

Basketball

Badminton

Thinking and solving problems: creativity, reflecting on

Cricket

Dance

and learning from own actions, prioritising, analysing

Dance (group)

Golf

Football

Gymnastics (artistic)

Working together and communication: co-operating,

Hockey

Equestrian

being assertive, persuading, being responsible to others,

Netball

Sculling

speaking clearly to individuals and groups and listening

Rowing

Skiing

for a response.

Rugby Union

Swimming

Table Tennis (doubles)

Table Tennis

Tennis (doubles)

Tennis

Volleyball

Trampolining

suggestions, accept new ideas and constructive
criticism, and take responsibility for outcomes.

situations and developing solutions.

Assessment of Course
Assessment and Grading
Written Exam | 60% (2 x 1 hour 15 minute papers in Year 11)
Practical Performance | 30% (in three sports)
Evaluating & Improving Performance | 10% (internally assessed)
Practical Assessment
Three practical assessments of your ability as a PERFORMER.

Theory Content
The students study units of work in:
• Health, fitness and wellbeing
• Musculoskeletal system
• Cardio-respiratory system
• Movement analysis
• Psychological factors affecting performance
• Socio-cultural factors affecting performance
• Fitness and training
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is sociology?’ And I tell them,
“ ‘What
‘It’s the study of the way in which
human beings are shaped by things
that they don’t see.’
Sam Richards

”

Sociology
Paper 1
Subject Staff Lead | Mrs K Forrester

What’s assessed

k.forrester@ralphallenschool.com

• The sociology of families

Syllabus | AQA
Qualification | GCSE

• The sociology of education
• Relevant areas of social theory and methodology
Students will be expected to draw on knowledge and
understanding of the entire course of study to show a deeper

Key Employability skills:

understanding of these topics.

Positive Approach: being ready to participate, make

How it’s assessed

suggestions, accept new ideas and constructive criticism,

• Written exam: 1 hour 45 minutes

and take responsibility for outcomes.

• 100 marks

Using language effectively: writing clearly and in a way
appropriate to the context, ordering facts and concepts
logically.
Working together and communication: co-operating,
being assertive, persuading, being responsible to others,

• 50% of GCSE
Questions
• Section A has two multiple choice questions followed by a
range of short and extended responses.
• Section B has two multiple choice questions followed by a
range of short and extended responses.

speaking clearly to individuals and groups and listening for
a response.
Independent learning: creativity, reflecting on and learning
from own actions, prioritising, analysing situations and
developing solutions, developing research techniques.

Paper 2: The sociology of crime and deviance
and social stratification
What’s assessed
• The sociology of crime and deviance
• The sociology of social stratification
• Relevant areas of social theory and methodology

Course Content
GCSE Sociology helps students to gain knowledge and
understanding of key social structures, processes and issues
through the study of families, education, crime and deviance
and social stratification. Students will develop their analytical,
assimilation and communication skills by comparing and
contrasting perspectives on a variety of social issues,

Students will be expected to draw on knowledge and
understanding of the entire course of study to show a deeper
understanding of these topics.
How it’s assessed
• Written exam: 1 hour 45 minutes
• 100 marks
• 50% of GCSE

constructing reasoned arguments, making substantiated

Questions

judgements and drawing reasoned conclusions. By studying

• Section A has two multiple choice questions followed by a

sociology, students will develop transferable skills including
how to:
• investigate facts and make deductions

range of short and extended responses.
• Section B has two multiple choice questions followed by a
range of short and extended responses.

• develop opinions and new ideas on social issues
• analyse and better understand the social world
There is no coursework. There are two exam papers:
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